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Promises MadePromises Made  
Promises BrokenPromises Broken

Following what is often referred to as
the George Floyd racial justice
reckoning, Black businesses and
endeavors saw an increase in
commitments and in some cases actual
funding opportunities.

2%

2022

45%

Black entrepreneurs typically receive
less than 2% of venture capitalist
funding each year

After George Floyds murder and the
civil unrest that followed, Black
businesses saw historic gain, only to
see many of them lost by 2022. 

Financing for Black businesses fell by
45%



Honoring the CommitmentHonoring the CommitmentSan FranciscoSan Francisco
After a series of community meetings and commitments to invest in the Black
community, the Dream Keeper Initiative was launched. More than 80 organizations
received funding and the initiative has impacted thousands of diverse San Francisco
residents and stakeholders. 



Dreams Housing

Education Economic Justice

The investment in dreams can’t
always be measured - how do you
measure hope and optimism? Funding
for mini-grants provided an
opportunity for community members
to access funds and invest in their
dreams and those of others. 

over 40 people have purchased
homes and hundreds have received
support to stay housed. Similarly,
nearly a hundred people have
remained housed due to DKI
funding.

Support for new and existing
businesses, as well as access to
funding for basic needs has provided
a safety net to hundreds of families
and entrepreneurs. 

Nearly 200 college  students provided
educational support that includes
funding for tuition, housing, food,
school supplies and other resources. 

DKIDKI
Worth the RiskWorth the Risk
Investing in people from diverse
backgrounds, especially Black people,
is often considered a risk.

...” economists are discovering that
government spending on programs
like healthcare and cash aid is more
than just humane policy. It’s also an
investment that pays future
dividends, refuting old assumptions
about the efficiency of welfare
spending.”



Unrealistic and Unqual ExpectationsUnrealistic and Unqual Expectations

2021 2022
First contracts are issued Funding annualized; launch of

the DK-DALP; launch of cross-

stakeholder accountability

tables.

2023
External evaluation released;

establishment of community

office hours; DKI recognized as

a national model; department-

wide town hall

2024
New data and processes

advanced; 3rd Annual

Dreaming Froward; Impact

report released; legislation 

In many areas if you perform, the investor continues to support the effort, but the data suggests Black
entrepreneurs have to be exceptional and extraordinary to continue funding and/or gain additional
capital. 

Some argue DKI has experienced the same biased and unfair treatment, despite annual reports, regular
town hall meetings, community office hours and additional requirements imposed on grantees.



AccountabilityAccountability

The DKI Dashboard
lists grantees

WEB

POL IC IES

DEPT

CAC

REPORTS

MONTHLY

ANNUAL

Implementing extra layers of
review, like audits and exit
interviews with grantees 

Monthly meetings
across departments 

Community Accountability
Committee

Internal and external
assessments of the work

Town Hall, community
updates and community
office hours 

https://www.dreamkeepersf.org/funding


Benefits of InvestingBenefits of Investing
in Dreams andin Dreams and
UnicornsUnicorns  
Yes there is a moral imperative to do the right thing, but there
are also noted community, economic and social benefits for
investing in dreams and unicorns. 

Everyone benefits when transformative change makers are
provided the resources and the time needed to build out a big
idea. 

Government officials exercise power and privilege that impact
decision-making, community narratives, social and economic
justice, the opportunity to innovate and the future of the
quality of life. 



Investing in the health and
wellbeing of those with the
lease amount of resources
improves overall public
health, providing space for
people to exercise their
power and dream.

Similar to unicorns, each
solution is different -
advancing economic justice,
comes with some risks, but
the social and economic gains
outweigh the the failures and
setbacks

According to the Brookings
Institution, Black Americans
are the most optimistic and
the greater community
benefits from that
optimism. 

Investing in youth and
providing support to
families is recognized as
one of the most
transformative change
strategies.

Homeownership continues
to be a primary contributor
to building wealth and
contributes to narrowing
the racial wealth gap.

 If  you look  
you will see 

They do exist 
There is success
Change is Real

A commitment to art and
culture is foundational for
health and wellbeing -
mental, physical and
economic. 



Realizing DreamsRealizing Dreams
“Don’t show me frogs and snakes
And listen for my scream,
If I’m afraid at all
It’s only in my dreams.”

Dr. Maya Angelou



















Empowering Voices,
Preserving Legacies
By: Rashaad Bess





The Dream Keeper Initiative, My Life, My Story, is a powerful program that
aims to amplify the voices and preserve the stories of marginalized

communities, particularly the African American and LGBTQ+
communities. Through this initiative, individuals are given a platform to

share their narratives, experiences, and perspectives, fostering a sense of
connection and understanding within the community.

My Life, My Story



The Dream Keeper Initiative, My Life, My Story,embraces diversity,
with 64% of participants being African American men, 32% African
American women, and 4% trans African American individuals. This
inclusive approach ensures that a wide range of voices and
experiences are represented.

Inclusive Demographics

Recognizing the challenges faced by many in the community, the
initiative extends its reach to those without stable housing, with 60%
of participants experiencing homelessness. By providing a platform
for their stories, the program aims to raise awareness and promote
understanding.

Expanding Outreach



Participant Testimonials: Heartfelt
and Inspiring

"A Feeling of Acceptance
and Encouragement"

"Upon entering the
building, I had a feeling of

acceptance,
encouragement, and
understanding. There

was a great sense of love
I know today would be
memories I would keep

for a lifetime."

"An Interesting Reminder
of Positivity"

"It was an interesting
reminder that good
things can happen."

"Revisiting Childhood
Memories"

"I think looking back to
early childhood was

enjoyable for me
because everything

seemed new and fresh in
God's plan that he
prepared for us all."

"A Desire to Share Stories"

"I really want my story to
be told."
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Moving Ahead
Prioritize and center community voice
Maintain accountability structures
Data-informed investments
Practices that will streamline grant
administration



https://app.frame.io/reviews/bff75cbd-bbff-4b73-a0e9-
30bc7afda492/850d00e2-26a8-4151-a684-ca04933d60f3?
version=065ff6a6-c4db-422f-89ae-c9cc95bc68e4
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